
Introduction/thoughts on scheduling practice time – Denali Williams 

 

Make time five-six days a week (at least) for practicing in some way. Create your own schedule and stick to it but 

always keep it evolving. Start with easily-attainable goals (example: just a few minutes a day only practicing single 

strokes) so you get in a routine then build from there. Always record yourself if possible and be your own teacher! 

 

4:20 - essential materials for practicing 

 

(see text below) 

 

11:23 - set-up 

 

Make sure the pad/drum is at a height where sticks are flat while playing. Sticks shouldn’t hit the back rim of pad or 

be tilted downward. Be sure the pad or drum is at waist/belly-button height if standing. Shoulders/elbows should be 

relaxed with hands out in front of torso. 

 

13:32 - proper grip/beating spot/etc 

 

Hit the drum just slightly (one stick-tip length) on the far-side of the center. Space them so they’re equal-distance from 

the middle. Make sure thumb/index finger grip the stick firmly. Thumb points toward tip of stick. Index finger curls 

under. Wrists are turned so palms face down. Back three fingers are relaxed so the back of stick has room to move in 

the hand. Use wrists - not arms for strokes. 

 

16:24 - single-strokes 

 

The most important rudiment! The goal is to get each hand to make the exact same sound - think of water drops. Use 

a metronome to increase your speed. 

 

27:31 - double-strokes 

 

use an upstroke followed by a downstroke 

 

34:19 - flams 

 

Remember that you don’t lift the little grace-note 

 

35:50 - paradiddles/accents 

 

Remember that an accent (downstroke) must be preceded by an upstroke 

 

39:38 - buzz-strokes/ruffs 

 

Squeeze a bit more with your thumb/index finger. Press into the drum and see how long you can get each stick-tip to 

rattle. Make your right and left hands get the same sound. Don’t lift the sticks much (if at all) for this kind of stroke. 

 

Here’s a link to a rudiments list online: https://vicfirth.zildjian.com/education/40-essential-rudiments.html 

 

Equipment the students should have: pair of sticks - size 5A wood-tip and/or Vic Firth SD1 Generals;  

Remo Tunable Practice Pad with an height-adequate stand/surface; 

a metronome that’s downloadable (I like the Soundbrenner app) or online (Google)  

 

Hope you find this video useful! 

 

https://vicfirth.zildjian.com/education/40-essential-rudiments.html

